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TOURISM’S DIRTY SECRET:
THE EXPLOITATION OF HOTEL HOUSEKEEPERS

Anne Toralles Leite / Oxfam

Tourism is booming and generates millions of jobs for
women around the world. Yet the hotel industry exemplifies
the vast inequality of today’s world. The women who make
hotel beds and clean hotel toilets labour long hours for
meagre pay, face sexual harassment and intimidation, are
exposed daily to toxic chemicals and live in fear of arbitrary
dismissal. Meanwhile, the top-earning hotel CEOs can earn
more in an hour than some housekeepers do in a year.
Such systematic exploitation is not inevitable. The hotel
industry, consumers and governments must all be part of
the solution to end the economic exploitation of women.
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Executive Summary
Tourism can be a positive force for development. It is
the largest and fastest-growing economic sector in
the world, providing millions of jobs and generating
about ten percent of global GDP.i Tourism’s benefits,
however, are not shared equally, especially between
women and men. Entrenched gender stereotypes and
discrimination have often restricted women to jobs
that are low-paid, undervalued and precarious.
In the hotel industry — where the gender divide
is glaringly obvious — millions of women work as
housekeepers cleaning a total of 15.5 million hotel
rooms worldwide. Every day, millions of travellers rely
on these women to keep their rooms clean, safe and
comfortable, yet housekeepers’ working conditions
are deplorable. In an economic climate of high
competition, hotels are in a race to the bottom to scale
profits at the expense of workers’ rights, health and
safety. The systematic exploitation of these women is
a clear example of how our economy is designed for
the wealthy few, at the expense of the majority.
Housekeepers earn poverty wages, enjoy little to no
job security and face serious risks to their health
and safety. Contrary to the common assumption
that housekeeping is domestic work and therefore
easy, it is backbreaking and dangerous. In dozens of
interviews in three countries, housekeepers reported
feeling invisible, undervalued and disrespected. Often
condemned to poverty, many of them visible minorities,
new immigrants or migrant workers, housekeepers are
the victims of working conditions that silently destroy
their health. Many are forced to exit the labour market
prematurely, their bodies broken and their pockets
empty.
The hotel industry seems to view housekeepers as a
disposable commodity. Rather than improve working
conditions in a highly-competitive globalized industry,
hotel companies have prioritized client satisfaction
over worker safety. Beds are heavier than ever,
cleaning chemicals are toxic, and stress levels and
injury rates for housekeepers are rising, along with the
number of rooms they must clean daily.
Housekeeping is based on a room quota system, where
by housekeepers are expected to clean a certain

number of rooms each day. The greater the room
quota, the faster they must work, since they are not
paid overtime to finish the quota.
Employers regularly fail to report and prevent injuries,
chronically understaff housekeeping departments and
thwart workers’ efforts to organize to improve their
situation.
However, housekeeping can provide for decent and
stable employment. In workplaces where they have
managed to organize, housekeepers earn decent
wages and benefits, have greater job security and
experience less stress and fewer injuries.
This report examines the working lives of
housekeepers in Toronto, Canada, Punta Cana,
Dominican Republic and Phuket, Thailand. In dozens of
interviews with hotel housekeepers, representatives
of workers’ organizations and hotel managers, Oxfam
found five overarching trends common to the three
locations.
• Housekeepers working in non-unionized
hotels earn wages that fall below living wage
standards, receive scant benefits and have little
to no job security. They have to clean a large
number of rooms every day and are expected to
work overtime without pay if they cannot meet
the room quota within their eight-hour shift.
• Housekeepers face serious health risks and
suffer high rates of injury from muscling kingsized beds weighing more than 100 pounds and
using harsh cleaning chemicals all day long.
Housekeepers worry about their future, since
lasting injuries prevent them from seeking other
work once they need to transition for health
reasons.
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• Women working as housekeepers also face
high rates of sexual harassment. Particularly
in North America, the ‘I would like an additional
pillow’ phenomenon is widely known among
housekeepers as an early warning that guests
might exhibit inappropriate behaviour upon
delivery. The women often suffer in silence
because customers are rarely held to account
for their actions.
• Organizing in the hotel sector has been
extremely difficult due to employer resistance
and a climate of fear generated by negative
management practices. The industry’s
reliance on a segment of the population that
is economically and socially disenfranchised,
isolated and vulnerable limits workers’
willingness to speak out. The recent trend to
outsource housekeeping services to temporary
work agencies has put workers further at risk.
• In addition to the hardships they face at work,
housekeepers also struggle to find adequate
care for their children. Universal child care is
not provided by the state and their erratic and
long work schedules make it difficult to find
affordable child care. The situation is worse for
migrant women who live far from their family
support networks.
The hotel industry exemplifies the growing divide
between low-wage workers and highly-paid
management in large corporations, as well as the
gendered nature of today’s economy in which women’s
work is underpaid and undervalued. The working
lives of hotel housekeepers and those of hotel CEOs
graphically depict the unacceptable inequality that
plagues today’s world.
It does not have to be this way.

Recommendations
Much can be done to address the economic insecurity
and hazards women face working as hotel housekeepers.
Change is possible. The hotel industry, consumers
and governments must all be part of the solution to
housekeepers’ plight. Here are steps that each can take
to right this wrong:

1. The hotel industry must uphold labour rights and
the principle of pay equity, and take tangible steps
to improve the safety and overall working conditions
of their employees. This can range from supplying
fitted sheets and less toxic cleaning products, to
establishing measures to prevent sexual harassment.
Hotels should provide housekeepers with regular
schedules and predictable work hours, and move
towards paying all of their employees a living wage.
In no instances should hotels attempt to thwart
organizing efforts.

2. Governments can enact public policy in four
key areas to make a lasting difference in the lives
of housekeepers, and to reduce the yawning gap
between rich and poor and between the working lives
of men and women.
• Ensure that all workers are paid a living wage
and receive benefits. This must include steps to
uphold the principle of pay equity and ensure that
migrant workers’ rights are respected.
• Protect workers’ right to organize and hold
corporations accountable for violations of labour
rights, including when operating abroad.
• Invest in quality, accessible and universal child
care to ensure women can access the labour
market and pursue economic opportunities.
• Support women’s rights organizations working
to end violence against women and improve
women’s working conditions.

3. Consumers can make a difference by speaking
out and choosing to spend their money at businesses
that treat their workers with respect and dignity. When
travelling, choose to stay in unionized hotels whenever
possible and avoid hotels that are known to violate
workers’ rights. Consult www.Fairhotel.org to learn
more.
We all have a role to play in ending the economic
exploitation of women. Join Oxfam Canada and a
growing movement of people committed to speaking
out against extreme inequality and ensuring the work
women do is fairly paid and equally valued. Sign up now at
shortchanged.ca.
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THE UNEQUAL ECONOMICS OF TOURISm
Tourism is the largest and fastest-growing
economic sector in the world. In many countries,
tourism acts as an engine for development by
earning foreign exchange and creating jobs. In 2016,
international tourist arrivals reached more than
1.2 billion — a new record — and the numbers are
expected to grow by three to four per cent annually.ii
Travel and tourism accounts for 10.2 per cent of global
GDP (US$7.6 trillion) and employs 292 million people,
equivalent to one in ten jobs worldwide.iii
According to the Global Report on Women in Tourism
(2011), women make up half of all employees in the
hotel and restaurant industry.iv Because of gender
stereotyping and discrimination, the vast majority
of these women work in low status, poorly-paid and
precarious jobs, many of which are seasonal. Women
rarely reach managerial or professional positions, and
when they do, they are usually paid less than men. In
addition, many of the women in the hotel industry’s
insecure jobs are immigrants or migrants, and/or
women of visible minorities. The feminization and
racialization of such occupations tend to trigger a
further decline in wage rates, job security and social
value.

Housekeeping is no exception. The hotel industry
relies heavily on immigrant, minority and migrant
women to do the back-of-house jobs. The titles ‘maid’
or ‘chambermaid’— underscored by the slogan a home
away from home — indicate that housekeeping is
considered women’s domestic work, and therefore not
skilled labour. It is considered dirty and stigmatized
through association with personal servitude.
Housekeepers are expected to be invisible, going
about their work without disturbing guests. All the
housekeepers interviewed for this study complained
that they are viewed as subservient and undervalued,
which helps explain why few of them can move into
front-of-house jobs.

Tourism and the SDGs
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development consists of 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to
end poverty, combat inequality and injustice, and address climate change. Tourism has the potential
to contribute — directly or indirectly — to all of the goals, especially Goal 1 (end poverty), Goal 5
(gender equality), Goal 8 (decent work and economic growth) and Goal 12 (responsible consumption
and production). Tourism can make a decisive contribution by creating decent jobs, promoting
entrepreneurship and helping empower disadvantaged groups, particularly young people and women.
The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), a specialized agency of the United Nations created to promote
tourism’s contribution to the SDGs, provides technical assistance and training, and has developed
guidelines and tools to assist businesses. In collaboration with the United Nations Global Compact —
the world’s largest corporate sustainability initiative — UNWTO works to ensure the sector provides
decent and stable jobs, especially for women and people with disabilities, minimizes the impact on the
ecosystem, and increases responsible production in supply chains and responsible consumption among
tourists.
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Housekeers in toronto
canada

OXFAM interviewed housekeepers in Toronto
at several major hotel chains. With over 60 per
cent of their employees born outside Canada,
hotels provide an important gateway to the
labour market for newcomers. But there is a stark
difference between back-of-house jobs such as
housekeeping, and front-of-house jobs such as
desk clerks. A York University study found that over
85 per cent of female housekeepers in Toronto
were born outside the country (the majority of them
being Filipina, Chinese and Jamaican), while less
than half of service managers are immigrants.viii
Many of the women interviewed came to Canada
under the Live-In Caregiver Program, which until
2014 provided a pathway to Canadian permanent
residency for young women from developing
countries who spent two years taking care of children,
elderly people and the sick.ix These women said that
in the hotel industry they continued to be perceived
as disposable second-tier economic immigrants; for
some, the exploitation and abuse they suffered in the
Live-In Caregiver Program continues.

More than 30 million people visited Canada
in 2016.v
That same year, the tourism industry
generated 2.05 per cent of GDP, US$31.3
billion, and employed 721,600 people.vi
Canada’s 8,000 hotels employ more than
300,000 workers, one quarter of them as
housekeepers.vii
between 95 and 100 per cent of the housekeepers
were women of visible minorities. Foreign-born
housekeepers have a hard time moving to other jobs
within hotels, especially front-of-house positions, and
generally feel stuck, as is the case with Luz Flores,
profiled below.

Although precise statistics on the percentage of
women working in housekeeping in Toronto are not
available, the housekeepers interviewed all said that

Luz came from the Philippines to Canada
under the Live-in Caregiver Program and
worked as a nanny for many years before
moving into housekeeping 18 years ago. As
a single mom, she found it difficult to juggle
work with motherhood. When asked why she
stayed in housekeeping, Luz said:
“We are immigrants in this country. The last
time I tried to find another job, they told me
‘do you have Canadian experience?’ But
I don’t have that. So cleaning is the only
thing we can do, not because we cannot
do anything else, it’s just that this is the
only job you can hold on to right now. You
have a family to feed, you cannot even
go to school and upgrade because you
already have a family. So I’m stuck here in
housekeeping.”

Luz Flores,
Toronto.
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Housekeers in PUNTA CANA
OXFAM interviewed housekeepers in Punta Cana, a
resort town in the Yuma region, which has at least
64 hotel establishments offering more than 36,000
hotel rooms. While tourists enjoy the luxuries
offered by hotels, Dominicans living in the area
lack basic public services such as drinking water,
paved roads, garbage collection and medical care,
and are facing a severe housing shortage. Hotel
development has also caused major environmental
problems. New hotel construction has destroyed
sensitive mangrove swamps, discharge of
untreated sewage has undermined water quality
and is killing coral reefs, and the mountains of
solid waste that hotels generate has polluted
much of the soil. xii

Dominican republic
In 2016, tourism and travel accounted for 5.4
per cent of GDP in the Dominican Republic and
employed close to 200,000 people.x
Nearly 1/2 million Canadians visited the
Dominican Republic in 2015.xi
More than 500 hotels provide close to 70,000
rooms for some six million visitors a year.
Most hotel housekeepers are employed in the
capital city (Ozama region), the North (Cibao
region) and the East (Yuma region).

Many of the housekeepers working in the Punta
Cana region have migrated from other parts of
the country or from neighbouring Haiti to escape
poverty. Despite their success finding work in the
hotels, many of the women — like Cristina profiled
below — exit the industry as poor as when they began.

Haitian migrants are paid less and face more insecurity
than their Dominican counterparts, as their uncertain
residency status strips them of any labour rights.

Fifty-year-old Cristinaxiii has worked as a
housekeeper in several hotels in the Punta
Cana region. She has to clean 16 rooms during
the day and refresh 90 rooms in the evening.
Despite working full time for higher wages than

the majority of housekeepers in the area, she
cannot make ends meet and finds it necessary
to supplement her earnings. Cristina believes
her employer does not pay out the full tips she
receives from customers. “If they really gave us
the correct tip percentage, we would be able
to earn a good salary but they give us pennies.
Our bi-weekly salary is between 8,000 and 9,000
pesos” (C$200-$230). When she is not working
at the hotel, Cristina operates a beauty salon
in her home. She has long sought to transfer to
the beauty section at the hotels she worked.
“From what I saw, the girls working at the beauty
salon earn good salaries and have a cleaner
environment, and they work less. They can even
sit down for a while when waiting for a client. As
a housekeeper you are on your feet all day.” One
hotel cancelled her contract before she finished
her beauty training. At her current hotel, she is
not allowed to transfer because she was caught
carrying her personal cell phone at work.
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Housekeers in phuket
Thailand’S hotel industry is one of Southeast
Asia’s biggest importers of migrant workers. Despite
their contribution to Thailand’s economic growth,
many of them face exploitation and ill treatment.
Migrant workers are generally employed in socalled ‘3D jobs’ — dangerous, dirty and demanding.
Housekeeping is one of those jobs.
Many of the housekeepers in Phuket are Burmese
women who paid smugglers to take them by boat to
Thailand and arrange work for them. While migrant
workers can apply for a work permit, the permits
are linked to a specific employer, which increases
the risk of abuse and exploitation. What’s more,
migrants are often obliged to hire brokers to handle
the cumbersome procedure at a cost of more than
a month’s salary.xviii Migrant housekeepers, like Lae
Lae, profiled below, face the additional challenges
of being paid less than minimum wage, having to
work excessive hours, and having no holidays or
sick leave.

Thailand
More than 32 million international visitors
travelled to Thailand in 2016, including close
to 250,000 Canadians.xiv
In 2016, the tourism industry generated roughly
20 per cent (US$83 billion) of Thailand’s GDP.xv
Tourism directly employs 5.7 million people,
representing 15 per cent of all jobs in the
country.xvi
The island of Phuket, one of the most
developed resort destinations in Southeast
Asia, has more than 60,000 hotel rooms for 9.1
million annual visitors.xvii

Many other housekeepers in Phuket are Thai women
from rural areas where there are few jobs besides
farming. While they enjoy the protection of labour laws,
few are aware of their rights and a general climate
of impunity gives workers little incentive to lodge
complaints.

Lae Lae left Myanmar when she was
21 years old, hoping for a better
future. She paid a broker 5000 baht
(C$184) to smuggle her into Thailand.
After six years on a rubber plantation
and four in the hotel sector, she still
finds it hard to save money. As a
housekeeper at a small hotel where
all the housekeepers are Burmese
migrant women, she earns 10,000
baht (C$367) a month, plus tips.
Because the work is seasonal, for six
months of the year, Lae Lae works in
a noodle shop. Strapped for money
and time, she had no choice but to
send her two children, six and 11
years old, back to Myanmar to stay
with relatives. Her dream is to return
to Myanmar one day and open her own
store.
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DANGEROUS, DIRTY AND DEMANDING
Hotel housekeepers perform a wide range of
duties that have expanded over time as a result of
global trends and the competitive nature of the hotel
industry. Housekeepers typically make beds, tidy
rooms, clean and polish toilets, taps, sinks, bathtubs
and mirrors, wash floors, remove stains and vacuum
carpets. They may also dust furniture, push carts
and — in fancier hotels — supply trays of food, wash
dishes and replace coffee making supplies.
Housekeepers generally work alone. They spend the
beginning of their shift getting room assignments,
replacing soiled linens with clean ones and preparing
their supply carts. Housekeepers are expected to clean
a certain number of rooms each day, also known as the
room quota. Meeting the room quota is one of the main
challenges for housekeepers as the room quota is
generally upwards of 15 rooms a day. It typically takes
anywhere between 15 and 90 minutes to clean a room,
depending on its condition and whether it has been
vacated. While housekeepers are generally offered two
short breaks and a longer lunch break, most must work
right through their breaks to meet their daily quota of
rooms or expect to work overtime without pay.
While housekeepers in Toronto are only cleaning
hotel rooms, housekeepers in Punta Cana and
Phuket are also expected to clean other areas of the
hotel. Candida, a 44-year-old housekeeper in Punta
Cana, told Oxfam she found her workday extremely
demanding and exhausting. She started work at 5 a.m.
and never knew when she would finish. Candida explained,
“I have a couple of minutes for breakfast, then start
work in the public areas, then the swimming pool, the
beach chairs, and around ten in the morning I would
start cleaning the assigned rooms. I would get ten
rooms, but you are really cleaning 20 rooms, as they
are all double rooms with three beds. So 30 beds in
total.”
The cleaning tasks performed by housekeepers are
chores that societal norms expect women to do at
home for free. Therefore, little attention is paid to the
risks and hazards that come with them in the hotel
setting. The workload of housekeepers is growing and
so are injury rates. According to one general manager
in Toronto, not only do hotel rooms require much
more cleaning than they did years ago, but guest
expectations have increased. Housekeepers are under
constant time pressure to clean as many rooms as
possible, and they face significant physical, biological,
chemical, sexual and psychological hazards.

Housekeepers interviewed expressed concern about
job security and compensation, threats to health and
safety, sexual harassment, lack of child care and
employer hostility to workers organizing. Let’s examine
each of these individually.

job insecurity
Job security is a concern for housekeepers in all
three countries, except those with high seniority
working in unionized hotels in Toronto. Generally,
housekeepers start on an on-call or casual basis,
and it can take years before they are employed full
time. Grace Gualzon — who works at an unionized
hotel in downtown Toronto — told Oxfam that even
after working at the hotel for 10 years, she was still
employed on an on-call basis. In the beginning, she
only had two shifts a week. She recalls, “Usually I just
got hours for the weekend. Sometimes I would get a
call on Sunday just as I’m leaving my apartment to go
to work and be told my shift is cancelled. I don’t know
how I survived that time.”
Seasonal peaks and lows in the hotel industry
contribute to job insecurity. One Toronto hotel employs
28 housekeepers at peak, while at low season the
number drops to eight, leaving 20 housekeepers never
knowing how long they will have work and requiring
them to arrange for alternative sources of income.
Practices such as split shifts or combined jobs, or
scheduling an insufficient number of staff, keep
housekeepers fearful of losing their jobs and oblige
them to work ever harder. Haphazard scheduling
keeps workers employed, but significantly limits their
capacity to find additional employment or apply for
unemployment insurance where it is available. The fear
of being allocated fewer hours of work encourages
housekeepers to clean as thoroughly as possible.
In order to stay competitive, hotels are using fewer
hotel housekeepers to do more strenuous work. In
1988, hotels in Toronto employed about 70 workers
per 100 rooms; by 2008, the statistic had fallen to 53
workers per 100 rooms.xix The number of supervisors
also fell from three to just one during that time. Yet
housekeepers are held accountable for strict quality
standards, and managers do not always develop
routines to help them do their job effectively and
safely.xx
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Hotel housekeepers are paid according to the number
of rooms they clean. In Toronto, the average is
between 10 and 17 rooms. In Phuket and Punta Cana,
the average is much higher. Cristina, a housekeeper in
Punta Cana, cleans between 16 and 20 rooms daily and
has to refresh an additional 90 rooms in the evening.
“You close the curtains so the light does not come in,
you fold the bed sheets, the bedspread, you decorate
the room, you put some chocolates down and place
the remote control next to the right side of the bed so
the client feels comfortable,” she said. “You replace
the wet towels with new ones. Sometimes, there are
so many rooms that you cannot service all of them.”
Employees have a right to basic labour protections in
all three locations, including minimum wage, daily rest
periods and breaks for meals. However, housekeepers
frequently skip breaks and work overtime without
compensation to finish their quotas or help colleagues
finish theirs. Refusal to work extra hours could result
in dismissal. One Punta Cana housekeeper said,
“It is not worth asking for payment
for extra hours, because the pay
is insignificant.” Housekeepers
expressed fear of dismissal for
demanding overtime pay.

the living wage estimated at C$720. Housekeepers in
the Dominican Republic do not get raises based on
seniority or length of employment. One housekeeper
said, “From our first working day to our last, we
receive the same salary. Only if we move to another
job position, the hotel can increase our salary, but the
difference is very little.”
In Thailand, housekeepers start at minimum wage,
300 baht (C$11) per day, which totals C$270 a month
for a six-day work week. Housekeepers also receive a
share of the mandatory gratuity charged to customers,
unless they break something at work. The Asia Floor
Wage Alliance sets the living wage for Thailand at 445 baht
(C$16) per day or 10,700 baht (C$384) a month.xxii The Thai
housekeepers interviewed by Oxfam in Phuket all receive
minimum wage, but the migrant workers earn less — a
discrepancy that has been well documented.xxiii

Comparison of daily wage and
daily cost of a hotel roomxxiv

Meagre compensation
The median wage for housekeepers
working in non-unionized hotels in
Ontario ranged from C$12.13 to $14.55
per hour in 2012, and for unionized hotels
from C$16.51 to $19.93.xxi In unionized
hotels in Toronto, housekeepers make
about C$20 an hour and are allotted
sick and vacation days. Some nonunionized hotels now pay wages
slightly higher than unionized hotels in
order to forestall organizing and ensure
workers do not complain about the
room quota. While the higher wages
are welcome, once you factor in erratic
schedules with less than full time
hours and the need to regularly work
overtime without pay to finish room
quotas, these housekeepers do not necessarily end up
earning a decent wage at the end of the month.
Housekeepers in Punta Cana earn minimum wage
(C$225 a month), which is higher than the rest of the
country, and sometimes receive their share of the
mandatory ten per cent gratuity charged to customers.
For those who receive tips, their total monthly income
can reach roughly C$465, which is still well below
9

The fact that employers in Thailand are not required to
sign written contracts can leave employees especially
vulnerable to changes imposed by employers. None
of the housekeepers interviewed in the Phuket region
had a work contract and their salaries were negotiated
verbally.
Sick days and holidays are not a given for
housekeepers in Punta Cana or for migrant workers in
Phuket. The housekeepers we spoke to mentioned the
lack of sick days as a problem, considering the high
rate of injury in the profession. Sick or injured, women
generally have to take days off at no pay. The women in
Punta Cana complained that employers would deduct
pay for a full day if they called in sick, even if they were
only scheduled to work half a day.
Except in unionized settings, housekeepers do not
have pension plans or drug plans, and their earnings
are insufficient to save for retirement.

Threats to Health and Safety
Housekeepers suffer some of the highest injury rates
in the hospitality sector due to heavy workloads in a
fast-paced environment and significant workplace
hazards. Among the biological, chemical, physical
and psychological risks associated with the work are
harsh and irritating cleaning products, contact with
bodily fluids and sharp objects, risk of falling, slipping,
tripping, and sustaining contusions, sprains and
strains.

“The injury rate for room
attendants in North America’s
hotel industry is bigger than that
in the meat packing industry.”
— David sanders

How many days does it take a housekeeper to earn the same as the highest six
paid hotel CEOs?xxvi

The stress of not being able to accumulate savings is
exacerbated by the high incidence of injury — which
may oblige workers to quit, yet become an impediment
to finding other work.
While housekeepers can barely make ends meet, CEOs
running the hotels have seen their compensation soar.
On average, the six highest paid hotel CEOs made over
C$11.5 million in 2016 or C$44,084 a day.xxv

Several studies conducted in Canada, the United
States and Australia have found that cleaning
bathrooms and lifting beds quickly puts housekeepers
at risk of disabling injury.xxvii In 2005, UNITE HERE —
a union representing hotel workers across North
America — conducted a survey of its members on
injuries and pain in several cities, including Toronto.
Of those surveyed, 91 per cent reported physical pain
associated with their work.xxviii
The union also looked at records of worker injuries
at 87 unionized hotels and found the injury rate
for housekeepers to be 86 per cent greater than
for other employees.xxix Union representatives told
Oxfam that 95 per cent of workers use painkillers to
make it through the day. According to David Sanders,
Organizing Director for UNITE HERE Local 75 in Toronto,
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shoulders and arms.xxxiv Workers can slip and fall on
wet surfaces, trip on phone cords and sprain or strain
body parts.

A housekeeper changes body positions
every three seconds while cleaning a room.
Over the course of a shift, a housekeeper
assumes 8,000 different body postures.xxx
It’s backbreaking and often leaves women
with injuries and long term disabilities.

“The injury rate for room attendants in North America’s
hotel industry is bigger than that in the meat packing
industry.”
Bed making has changed substantially over the years
as hotels are engaged in a ‘bed race’ xxxi to provide the
most comfortable and luxurious beds. While these
changes occurred in top-tier, multinational hotel
chains, it effectively raised the standard for all. As
a result, housekeepers are now lifting and dressing
plush mattresses that weight more than one hundred
pounds.xxxii
Housekeepers have to use a range of cleaning
products that can be toxic, cause irritation and/or
dermatitis, heighten the risk of respiratory disease and
cancer, and damage kidneys and reproductive organs.
Several housekeepers interviewed for this report said
they developed a cough from the cleaning products
they use on a daily basis. The latex in cleaning gloves
can also cause allergic reactions.xxxiii One housekeeper
in Punta Cana reported having complained several
times to her supervisor about the cleaning products
hurting her eyes. Yet her supervisor forced her to keep
using them until she was hospitalized with severe
vomiting.
Another grave problem for housekeepers is exposure
to mold or dangerous waste, such as broken
glassware, used needles, microbial contaminants
and bodily fluids — all of which heighten the risk of
infectious disease or other illness. One housekeeper
interviewed in Toronto spoke of a co-worker who was
injured by a used syringe and needed to leave work to
receive prophylactics and get tested for disease.
As housekeeping is highly physical, workers are
susceptible to injuries. Body postures — standing,
walking, stooping, squatting, kneeling, stretching,
reaching, bending, twisting, crouching — can be
uncomfortable and put workers at risk of repetitive
motion injuries, particularly in the back, neck,

Bedding alone can weigh 14 pounds. Triple-sheeting
has now become standard, and the size and number of
pillows have also increased. Carts with poor ergonomic
design that are overloaded with linens and amenities
can weigh as much as 300 pounds.xxxv These may
be too heavy to push across the carpeted floors or
cause strain for workers when push bars are too high.
Some hotels forbid housekeepers from using carts
altogether — viewed as detracting from the luxurious
customer experience — and expect them to carry the
loads of supplies themselves.
Lei Eigo works at a five-star hotel in Toronto, which
considers carts unsightly in a luxury setting. Three
years ago, she felt severe pain when bending and has
been coping with chronic back pain ever since. After
taking all of her sick and vacation days, she needed
more time to recover, but was denied short-term
disability.
She had to return to work with a full workload. Her
back never fully recovered and she continues to take
unpaid sick days when it becomes too painful. She
worries about the day when she is unable to continue,
but is too injured to get other work. Lei told us, “We are
not allowed to use carts and have to carry everything.
It’s really tough. We weren’t allowed to return rooms
if we couldn’t finish the quota. Sometimes I worked
four hours overtime without pay. I always stayed late
to finish the rooms without getting paid. You feel slow
and feel you’re not a good employee, but if you follow
the standard up to the dot it’s hard to finish.”
One housekeeper in Punta Cana told Oxfam, “When
you start working at a hotel you feel healthy but after
spending some time fixing beds or using cleaning
products your back starts hurting and your lungs
get infected. And then when you are finally sick the
company no longer needs you because you are sick.”
A former housekeeper in Punta Cana quit her job in a
resort after two months because the workload was
unbearable. Besides the 14-hour shift, the hotel had
no elevator and she had to carry everything up the
stairs — especially burdensome when clean sheets or
towels had stains and she had to return for new ones.
The high rate of injury makes housekeeping even more
precarious. Workers have to take days off to recover,
often at no pay, and have to request modified work
duties, which puts them at risk of dismissal. Cases
have been documented in Toronto where employers
intimidated workers from reporting workplace injuries
to curb the involvement of the Workplace Safety and
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Kerry Ann is a young woman who came from Jamaica
to work as a housekeeper in Toronto. She has been
working in a downtown hotel for the past four years.
Three years ago, she injured her wrist and now
needs to use a brace at all times. When she first
hurt herself, her supervisor did not believe her and
made her carry on without any modifications. As
her condition worsened, she obtained a doctor’s
note requesting changes to her work routine, but
her employer never accommodated her. Kerry Ann
explains, “If you hurt yourself and try to tell them,
they don’t believe us. A lot of us hurt ourselves, but
we don’t say anything, we just keep on working.
And it gets worse. Sometimes we just keep things
inside, we don’t say anything. If you say something
they look down on you. They don’t trust you, they
don’t believe you.”

Insurance Board. Older workers also face the risk of
being laid off when the heavy workload becomes
unmanageable.xxxvi
On top of chemical and physical hazards, hotel
housekeepers also experience work-related stress,
violence and bullying. These psychosocial hazards are
exacerbated by the racialized and gendered nature
of the work. Housekeepers report being perceived as
servants, not human beings with rights and needs.
One housekeeper in Toronto said the hardest part of
her work was the fact that she did not feel she was
treated with respect, “Housekeeping is considered
the lowest category of job in the hotel. They don’t
even realize that without us they can’t run the hotel.
Housekeepers are the backbone of the business.”
Housekeepers interviewed by Oxfam in Punta Cana all
complained of a stressful environment in which they
were constantly at risk of being fired for failure to
keep up. Housekeepers also said they are frequently
accused of theft, which they felt was one of the most
difficult aspects of their work, “Customers can accuse
you of robbery; even if you did not do it, the customer
is always right.”
There is much employers can do to prevent injuries
and make the workplace safer. They can supply
fitted sheets so that housekeepers do not have to
lift mattresses. They can provide better equipment
such as long-handled mops and dusters, lightweight
or motorized carts and self-propelling vacuum
cleaners. Safety training programs, less toxic cleaning

Kerry Ann Palmer,
Toronto.

products and protective equipment for chemical and
biological waste could also contribute to a safer work
environment.xxxvii One manager at a Toronto hotel
adopted a partnering program to allow housekeepers

Decreasing a housekeeper’s daily room
quota by just one room would create seven
additional jobs for every one hundred fulltime housekeepers. In large hotels, this
could mean employing an additional seven
to 14 housekeepers on busy days.

to work in pairs, so they are better able to manage the
heavy workload.
Most importantly, employers could ease the pace
of work, which appears to be the most important
factor in workplace injuries.xxxviii The likelihood of
injury is heightened when housekeepers are paid per
room cleaned, rather than an hourly wage, because
housekeepers must constantly rush to meet the
room quota.xxxix The women Oxfam interviewed in
Toronto were all of the opinion that a union could
provide workers with the clout to ease their workload
and thus the pace. A key demand of housekeepers
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interviewed by Oxfam in Toronto is to attenuate their
unmanageable quotas, so they can take breaks and
be more careful with their movements. Being able to
use carts is a key demand of housekeepers working in
hotels that do not allow carts.
Workplace hazards and limited health and safety
protections, often coupled with the reality of migrant
life, have deep personal consequences for many hotel
housekeepers. Chronic fatigue, stress and pain leave
housekeepers too depleted to care for their families

or get involved in their communities. Keeping up
relationships and support systems is a real challenge
for housekeepers, particularly for single parents.
Many of the women we spoke with told us that they
wanted to leave their jobs for better work, but were too
tired at the end of day to pursue additional education
or training. There was an overwhelming sense that
they were stuck in their current jobs.

Accusation of theft

No time for family

Margarita,xl a 27-year-old housekeeper in
Punta Cana was accused of having stolen a
ring from a hotel room. She was interrogated
several times and subjected to a lie detector
test, during which she was restrained and
yelled at. Though she was crying and kept
professing her innocence, no one believed
her. Only when she fainted did they desist.
She had to see a cardiologist and required
medical treatment following the ordeal, which
she described as a nightmare. But as a single
mother of four, she did not have the choice to
quit.

Bety,xli a young mother working as a
housekeeper in Punta Cana, could not take
time off to care for her mother after an
accident, because she he was not entitled to
vacation or sick days. She knew that workers
often get laid off when they take vacation
or sick days, and did not want to take that
risk. Bety also tried to finish her high school
diploma, but long working hours prevented
her from continuing her studies. She dreams
of becoming a lawyer, but she must feed her
family and so cannot leave her current job.
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Sexual harassment
Sexual harassment is a real and constant threat
faced by hotel housekeepers. Observers attribute
their vulnerability in part to working alone in
bedrooms, sometimes in inappropriate uniforms.
But equally important is the power dynamic created
by the contrasting social and economic status of
housekeepers and guests. Like other instances of
sexual harassment and violence against women, the
problem is mostly invisible, only coming into the public
eye in 2011 after a hotel housekeeper in New York
alleged sexual harassment by former IMF Managing
Director Dominique Strauss-Kahn. Even since that
high-profile case, the hotel industry has done little to
prevent harassment or address incidents when they
occur. Housekeepers interviewed by Oxfam expressed
reluctance to report incidents of sexual harassment.
Luz Flores told us, “You cannot say anything because
if you say something you don’t know if you’re there
tomorrow. If you report it, they don’t even believe it.”
A survey of 500 Chicago housekeepers by the union
UNITE HERE revealed that 58 per cent of housekeepers
had been sexually harassed by guests.xlii Housekeepers
told of guests answering the door naked, exposing
themselves or flashing them. Others had been
groped and pressured to provide sexual favors. One
housekeeper described how a guest grabbed her
by her breasts and cornered her between the beds.
Another was blocked from leaving the room by the
guest’s naked body. Over half (56 per cent) of the
women surveyed said that they did not feel safe
returning to work after the incident, indicating that
management’s responses were ineffective. Following
the survey, UNITE HERE launched an awareness
campaign called ‘Hands Off, Pants On.’xliii
For hotel workers in Toronto, the threat of sexual
harassment is also high. Lei Eigo described sexual
harassment as a daily occurrence. She told us of a
time when she was asked to deliver an additional
pillow to a guest at the five-star hotel in downtown
Toronto where she works. When the guest opened
the door naked, she left the room and complained to
management. Her manager at first didn’t believe her
and was upset with Lei. Lei insisted that the guest was
naked and eventually the houseman was sent up to
deliver the pillow, finding himself exposed to the naked
guest as well.

and the owners.” She explained that in most cases
women do not report the incidents because the police
and courts are hostile to their complaints. “Justice is
on the side of companies,” she said.

“Sexual harassment is very
common in this kind of work.
At least 90 per cent of women
workers are harassed by both the
customer and the owners. Justice
is on the side of companies.”
— Eulogia Familia
The unequal power dynamic between customers and
housekeepers lies behind another relatively common
occurrence in Thailand and the Dominican Republic:
guests will profess love and promise marriage or offer
to bring the women home with them. For poor women,
such propositions can represent the hope of an
escape from poverty. In reality, rarely are the promises
more than a ruse to obtain sexual favours, and most
housekeepers have nowhere to turn for support when
they are abandoned.
A few hotels have taken steps to address the
prevalence of sexual harassment. In Toronto and
elsewhere some provide housekeepers with portable
electronic alarms known as panic buttons, which
give housekeepers a greater sense of security
and empowerment.xliv The city of Seattle even
went so far as to require hotels to provide panic
buttons and post signs in hotel rooms denouncing
harassment and informing guests of the buttons.xlv By
establishing clear preventative measures, the Seattle
municipal code marks a historic step forward in hotel
housekeepers’ safety. In the Dominican Republic and
Thailand, however, the issue of sexual harassment
remains unaddressed.

Eulogia Familia, a union leader in the Dominican
Republic, insists that, “Sexual harassment is very
common in this kind of work. At least 90 per cent of
women workers are harassed by both the customer
14

LACK OF CARE SERVICES
In all three countries studied,
housekeepers face difficult
decisions when it comes to the
care of their children. Universal
child care is not provided by the
state and their erratic and long
work schedules make it difficult
to find affordable child care. Some of the women
interviewed for this report had no other option but to
leave their children with relatives.
None of the hotels in Punta Cana provide child care
services for their employees, and neither does the
government. One housekeeper said even school spots
for older children can be hard to come by, since the
area is served by only one primary school. In resort
areas, education and other public services are often
overwhelmed by the influx of families who move from
other parts of the country to seek work.
Housekeepers in Phuket report mostly relying on
relatives for child care, even when they live far away.
One woman with two children aged six and one had
to leave her children with their grandmother in their
hometown, seven hours away. She saw her children
only five days a year, during holidays, since she had
not worked long enough to get vacation days. The
situation is worse for migrants.
Some housekeepers who have no relatives and cannot
afford the high cost of caregivers either leave their
children home alone or take them along to work.
One woman in Phuket brings her 10-year-old son
and seven-year-old daughter to the hotel with her
during the school summer break and they spend the
day in the lobby watching cartoons. She felt this was
preferable to them staying home alone.

her life. After giving birth to her son, she received six
months of maternity leave, which she had to extend
by another month, since she could not find a daycare
spot for her child. When she finally found one, it was
30 minutes out of her way, and she would have to
race to meet her room quota and get to the daycare
before it closed. She also had to hire a babysitter to
take care of her son when working weekends, which
added additional financial stress at a time when she
was struggling to get enough hours to cover her living
costs.

“I don’t have any energy at the end
of the day. After an eight-hour
shift, I’m done. I don’t socialize,
I just want to rest, even on the
weekend.”
— Lei Eigo
Grueling work schedules and care responsibilities
give housekeepers little time for leisure and rest. Yet,
socializing is particularly important for single mothers
and migrant women to cultivate relationships and build
a support network. The housekeepers interviewed in
Toronto all felt isolated because they were too tired to
do much besides work and take care of their families.
Lei wondered how her co-workers could even care for
a family. “I don’t have any energy at the end of the day.
After an eight-hour shift, I’m done. I don’t socialize, I
just want to rest, even on the weekend.”

Long commutes to and from work also strain women’s
ability to balance work with care responsibilities. Julia,
a 37-year-old housekeeper in Punta Cana, said it takes
her two hours to get to work. Adding the commuting
time to the workday, women can find themselves away
from home 12 to 14 hours a day, especially if they are
required to work overtime. One single mother was
leaving home at 5 a.m. and not returning until eight or
nine in the evening, so she quit her housekeeping job.
“I knew the arrival time but I did not know when I would
leave work,” she said.
The situation is hardly better for housekeepers in
Toronto. Grace, a Filipina housekeeper working at
a unionized hotel, recalls her years as a new single
mother as one of the most stressful experiences of
15

Making sense of the hotel industry
The hotel industry represents a large and growing
share of overall tourism revenues; from 2011 to 2016,
hotel revenues rose from US$457 billion to US$550
billion.xlvi Unlike other aspects of tourism, providing
accommodations is dominated by a handful of large
corporations. Seven companies hold the keys to
millions of hotel rooms globally: Marriott International
Inc.,Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide Inc., Hilton
Worldwide Holdings Inc., Intercontinental Hotels
Group PLC, Wyndham Worldwide Corp., Choice Hotels
International, Accor S.A. and Hyatt Hotels Corp.
Together, these companies own dozens of brands and
generated over US$40 billion in revenues in 2015.xlvii The
biggest chain, InterContinental Hotels Group, alone
brought in more than half the total (US$24.5 billion in
2015), roughly US$7 billion
more than the second
biggest company, Marriott
International.xlviii
Changes over the past
decade have rendered the
industry more opaque.
In 2005, global hotel
corporations began shedding
their real estate assets,
separating the functions
of branding, management and property ownership.
For example, the hotel franchise or brand may handle
reservations and loyalty programs, a separate
management company may conduct the day-today operations — including training and supervising
employees — while a third company or a consortium of
investors such as a hedge fund may own the land and
building. Even when these three roles are played by the
same company, the functions are increasingly distinct.
Such hotel management and ownership changes
have complicated matters for workers. While
some owners relinquish their employment role to
management companies, they may retain decisionmaking power over questions of union representation,
subcontracting or collective bargaining. The picture
grows more complicated when subcontractors and
temporary work agencies enter the scene, as they
increasingly have.

In some countries, such as the UK, outsourcing has
been extreme, and hotel management companies
contract staff solely through employment agencies.
The growing phenomenon of outsourcing
housekeeping services to temporary work agencies
has left housekeepers in an even more precarious
situation, with lower wages and less job security. It
undermines the clout of unions and poses a real risk
to worker mobilization and rights. The International
Labour Organization (ILO) lists housekeeping as the job
most likely to be outsourced in the hotel industry.xlix
The fact that hotel owners are often also in the real
estate business has further implications. In cities
with skyrocketing real estate markets, hotel owners
are tempted to convert hotel rooms into condos,
leading to job losses first and foremost among
housekeepers. One of the
women interviewed by Oxfam
working in a downtown
Toronto hotel was facing this
reality. She told Oxfam that if
she had to move to another
hotel, she was worried about
losing seniority, which comes with guaranteed work
hours and convenient schedules.
The splitting of management and ownership has
contributed to frequent changes of administration,
often with a direct impact on labour practices. Hotel
workers interviewed in the Dominican Republic noted
that new management systematically brings along
its own staff, leading to layoffs. Even in unionized
hotels in Toronto — where the law ensures collective
agreements are honoured in the case of ownership
change — housekeepers have had to push for
enforcement of agreements made with previous
owners.
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MOBILIZING FOR CHANGE
The relatively few hotel workers who have an effective
union enjoy greater job security, better benefits
and pay, and safer working conditions. However,
many hotels have thwarted organizing efforts
and governments have done little to address the
precarious nature of housekeepers’ jobs.
Both Canada and the Dominican Republic have
enshrined the right to organize in legal instruments
and ratified ILO Conventions 87 and 98, which provide
for the rights to organize and to collective bargaining.
In Thailand, however, the law denies the majority of the
country’s 39 million workers their trade union rights.l
Less than six per cent of all workers in the Dominican
Republic belonged to a union in 2015, and of these
less than 40 per cent were employed in the private
sector. Despite these low numbers, the country is
not short of trade unions. The Ministry of Labour has
registered 145 in the tourist sector alone.li But the

fact remains that organizing in the hotels has proven
challenging.
In Punta Cana hotel companies have been known to
threaten workers involved in organizing activities with
dismissal. Although firing employees for joining a union
is against the law, the labour code fails to establish
any punitive measures for employers who violate
labour laws and authorities only rarely act.lii
Hotel companies in Punta Cana have also found more
creative ways to discourage workers from organizing.
Some have signed agreements with unions without the
inconvenience of involving their employees.liii Others
have set up their own ‘unions’ to avoid real organizing.
The few housekeepers interviewed who belong to a
union were hard pressed to name their union leaders or
explain how the union functions.

WHAT CAN YOU DO
Join us:

Use your money wisely:

Sign your name at
shortchanged.ca to
become part of a movement
that is standing up against
injustice not only for
housekeepers, but for all
women. Oxfam Canada will
provide you with tools and
tactics to uphold decisionmakers in ensuring work is
paid, equal and valued for
women.

Choose to stay in unionized
hotels whenever possible,
and avoid hotels that are
known to violate workers’
rights.
Check out Fairhotel.org
for more information.

Support women’s
organizing:
Women’s rights
organizations are at the
forefront of struggles to
increase women’s economic
security and end violence
against women, yet they
are severely underfunded.
Consider making a donation
to a local women’s rights
organization today!
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They recalled signing documents, though did not know
what they were, and they knew that a union fee was
subtracted from their pay.
One female labour activist in the Dominican Republic
told Oxfam that unions in the tourist industry — all
run by men — recruit few female members, which is
surprising for a sector dominated by women. “It is as if
they do not want women to participate,” she said.
In Thailand, where labour laws give employers great
leeway and workers’ rights are rarely enforced, less than
two per cent of the workforce is unionized, of which less
than half a per cent are in the private sector.liv Employers
often use contract or migrant workers, both of whom
are restricted from organizing; migrant workers make
up about 10 per cent of the workforce. As women
are highly underrepresented in labour unions, the
movement rarely addresses gender issues.
Less than three per cent of Thai hotels are unionized,
most of them in the five-star category.lv One hotel
union leader interviewed in Bangkok told Oxfam that
discrimination spurred his members to organize. At
a major international chain, the foreign managers
received much higher pay and benefits for their work,
creating an ‘us-vs.-them’ dynamic that helped create
a sense of collective solidarity.
Such solidarity is rare in the Thai hotel industry, where
turnover is high. Many workers fear reprisals–not
getting promoted, for example, or being branded a
union sympathizer and thus blacklisted from all hotel
employment.
Although 30.3 per cent of all Canadian workers were
unionized in 2016,lvi rates in the accommodation
and food services industry range from 8.9 per cent in
Quebec to six per cent in Ontario and 5.4 per cent in
British Columbia.lvii Three factors have been suggested
to explain this discrepancy: the perception that hotel
work is not difficult or dangerous, the diversity of the
workforce and opposition by employers.lviii
The first is the false belief that workers need no
protection from abuse. The second, diversity, refers to
the distrust of unions among some people of colour, as
well as to systemic racism in hiring and promotion and
legal barriers against unionization for certain groups.lix
Systemic racism in the labour movement may also be
a contributing factor.lx The third factor, opposition by
employers, is clearly the most important. Employers
have threatened to reduce hours and benefits, and
used scheduling and promotions to discourage
organizing.

Women taking charge
Women have been at the forefront of
organizing for better working conditions for
housekeepers in Toronto hotels. Lei Eigo, a
young Filipina woman, came to Canada 12
years ago under the Live-In Caregiver Program
hoping for a better future and decent work.
Following four years as a caregiver in a
disrespectful environment, she received her
permanent residency and was able to look for
other work. She was hired five years ago as a
housekeeper at a downtown Toronto five-star
hotel which was not unionized at the time.
Housekeepers did not have carts and were
expected to carry all the linens and amenities.
Lei often had to work up to four hours of
overtime without pay to finish her room quota,
and she suffered several repetitive motion
injuries.

“That’s why I became a leader: to
show that we are not invisible.”
— Lei Eigo, toronto
Before opening, the hotel management had
reached an agreement with the city to allow
union certification if a majority of workers in a
bargaining unit signed union cards. But when
that happened, the company refused. When
workers continued to organize, the company
fought tooth and nail: union literature was
destroyed, employees were yelled at, their
schedules changed, and personalized letters
were sent to all employees discouraging them
from joining the union.
Even so, the workers persisted and won the
vote. Now, as the union leader, Lei offers
support to workers at other hotels and
speaks publicly about the need to mobilize
for worker’s rights in the hotel industry. “We
are an invisible minority,” she told Oxfam. “That’s
why I became a leader: to show that we are not
invisible.”

UNITE HERE International is the leading union in the
hotel sector in North America representing roughly
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75 per cent of all unionized hotel workers, more than
were often fighting, but the organizing has brought us
50,000 of whom are in Canada. UNITE HERE’s organizing
together.”
efforts succeeded in unionizing close to 80 per cent
UNITE HERE’s current campaign — FairHotel.org —
of major downtown Toronto hotels and setting a
speaks to some of the changes needed in the industry
common standard for decent employment conditions.
and allows consumers to access a ‘FairHotel Guide’ of
Unionized workers receive decent salaries, sick and
socially responsible hotels, and to see which hotels
vacation days, additional health and welfare benefits,
are on its boycott list.lxiii
and often a pension, a transit pass and other benefits
The hotel industry’s transnational nature and
such as access to training. In fact, unionization has
increasing reliance on global supply chains, as
raised wages for all Toronto housekeepers, including
services such as housekeeping are being outsourced,
in non-unionized hotels. Marc Hollin, a researcher
poses a real risk to worker mobilization and rights.
for UNITE HERE, told us, “In any given city, once the
Local and national
number of union
unions are not
properties reaches
powerful enough
a certain point, you
to curb worker
can see how nonexploitation and
union operators feel
international
pressure to keep up
regulatory standards
with union wages,
are too slow to keep
in order to compete
The
UN
Guiding
Principles
on
Business
and
up with industry
for workers and as
Human Rights (UNGPs) establish global standards
changes.lxiv
a union avoidance
to mitigate adverse impacts on human rights
strategy.”
At a global level,

Companies must adhere to
international human rights
standards

caused by business activities. At a minimum,
since 2012, the
Much of UNITE
the Principles oblige businesses to adhere
International Union
HERE’s success
to
the
rights
set
out
in
the
International
Bill
of Food, Agriculture,
can be attributed
of Human Rights and the fundamental labour
Hotel, Restaurant,
to their innovative
Catering, Tobacco
rights contained in the core conventions of the
community-driven
lxv
and Allied Workers’
organizing tactics,
International Labour Organization. Companies
Associations,
which include home
are responsible for identifying and addressing
campaign ‘Make
visits and street
infringements on these rights related to their
My Workplace Safe’
theatre, as well as
operations, including in their supply chains.
has held an annual
efforts to cultivate a
Housekeepers Global
sense of community.
Week of Action
Local 75 in Toronto
to highlight the
founded a choir,
challenges faced by housekeepers and draw attention
recognizing the prominence of protest music and
to their fight for justice, respect and improved working
singing in Caribbean culture. The same local provides
conditions. Unions and worker solidarity groups in
financial support for artistic pursuits and community
lxi
more than 30 countries have taken part.
cultural activities. Many of the union’s organizers
are immigrant and visible minority women, who were
themselves employed in the sector, which further
cultivates a sense of identification between workers
and the union.lxii One housekeeper told Oxfam that
organizing to form a union “has been fun, despite the
resistance we are facing from the owners. Before we
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Every day, millions of women around the world
spend their days cleaning hotel rooms. Their efforts
contribute to rising global prosperity and to the
record profits the hotel industry enjoys. Sadly, hotel
housekeepers are systematically denied their fair
share of this wealth. Housekeeping work is precarious
and dangerous and pays poverty wages. The work
breaks women’s bodies and they struggle to make
ends meet.
In the course of research for this paper, Oxfam found
five overarching trends common to Canada, the
Dominican Republic and Thailand:
• Housekeepers working in non-unionized
hotels earn wages that fall below living wage
standards, receive scant benefits and have little
to no job security. They have to meet a large
quota of rooms every day and are expected to
work overtime without pay if they cannot meet
the quota within their eight-hour shift.
• Housekeepers face serious health risks and
suffer high rates of injury from muscling kingsized beds weighing more than 100 pounds and
using harsh cleaning chemicals all day long.
Housekeepers worry about their future, since
lasting injuries prevent them from seeking other
work once they need to transition for health
reasons.
• Women working as housekeepers also face
high rates of sexual harassment. Particularly
in North America, the ‘I would like an additional
pillow’ phenomenon is widely known among
housekeepers as an early warning that guests
might exhibit inappropriate behaviour upon
delivery. The women often suffer in silence,
because customers are rarely held to account
for their actions.
• Organizing in the hotel sector has been
extremely difficult due to employer resistance
and a climate of fear generated by negative
management practices. The industry’s
reliance on a segment of the population that
is economically and socially disenfranchised,
isolated and vulnerable limits workers’
willingness to speak out. The recent trend to
outsource housekeeping services to temporary
work agencies has put workers further at risk.
• In addition to the hardships they face at work,
housekeepers also struggle to find adequate

care for their children. Universal child care is
not provided by the state and their erratic and
long work schedules make it difficult to find
affordable child care. The situation is worse for
migrant women who live far from their family
support networks.
The hotel industry exemplifies the growing divide
between low-wage workers and highly paid
management in large corporations, as well as the
gendered nature of today’s economy in which women’s
work is underpaid and undervalued. The working
lives of hotel housekeepers and those of hotel CEOs
graphically depict the unacceptable inequality that
plagues today’s world.
It does not have to be this way.
Much can be done to address the economic
insecurity and hazards women face working as hotel
housekeepers. Change is possible. The hotel industry,
consumers and governments must all be part of the
solution to housekeepers’ plight. Here are steps that
each can take to right this wrong:

1. The hotel industry must uphold labour
rights and the principle of pay equity, and take
tangible steps to improve the safety and overall
working conditions of their employees. This can
range from supplying fitted sheets and less toxic
cleaning products, to establishing measures
to prevent sexual harassment. Hotels should
provide housekeepers with regular schedules and
predictable work hours, and move towards paying
all of their employees a living wage. In no instances
should hotels attempt to thwart organizing efforts.

2. Governments can enact public policy in four
key areas to make a lasting difference in the lives
of housekeepers, and to reduce the yawning gap
between rich and poor and between the working
lives of men and women.
• Ensure that all workers are paid a living wage
and receive benefits. This must include steps
to uphold the principle of pay equity and ensure
that migrant workers’ rights are respected.
• Protect workers’ right to organize and hold
corporations accountable for violations of labour
rights, including when operating abroad.
• Invest in quality, accessible and universal
child care to ensure women can access
the labour market and pursue economic
20

opportunities.
• Support women’s rights organizations
working to end violence against women and
improve women’s working conditions.

3. Consumers can make a difference by speaking
out and choosing to spend their money at
businesses that treat their workers with respect and
dignity. When travelling, choose to stay in unionized
hotels whenever possible and avoid hotels that are
known to violate workers’ rights.
Consult www.Fairhotel.org. to learn more.
We all have a role to play in ending the economic
exploitation of women. Join Oxfam Canada and a
growing movement of people committed to speaking
out against extreme inequality and ensuring the work
women do is fairly paid and equally valued.
Sign up now at shortchanged.ca.
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METHODOLOGY
This report is based on research conducted by Oxfam in Canada (Toronto), Thailand (Phuket and
Bangkok) and the Dominican Republic (Bavaro-Punta Cana region) in 2016-2017. The research
entailed 40 interviews with current and former hotel housekeepers, union leaders and organizers
from workers’ organizations, and hotel management. Most of the women interviewed, particularly in
Thailand and the Dominican Republic, were afraid of reprisals and asked to remain anonymous.
A thorough literature review, including research by other non-governmental organizations and
studies by academics who surveyed hotel housekeepers in other localities, revealed how little
research has been done on hotel housekeepers. Current statistics are hard to come by and the few
studies that exist focus on the United States, Europe, and most recently, Australia.
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NOTES
Tourism as a category includes five different industry groups: Accommodation, Food and Beverage Services, Recreation and
Entertainment, Transportation and Travel Services.
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